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Design-oriented manufacturing of injected plastic products

1. Introduction

A crucial problem in the development of new products is to 
reduce the time required for their design and manufacture while still 
maintaining high quality and minimum development cost. To achieve 
this inputs are needed from experts in a multitude of disciplines as 
well as from customers and suppliers. The overall design process 
must be well orchestrated and integrated. Hence the interest in recent 
years in Concurrent Engineering.

Concurrent engineering is an important philosophy in achieving 
better time to market in new product development. However, while 
the use of design teams is achieving some success, there is a need for 
the software tools which support the design process to be radically 
improved. One important aspect of Concurrent Engineering is 
Design For Manufacture (DFM). This recognises that a company 
cannot meet quality and cost objectives with isolated design and 
manufacturing engineering operations. Thus, the DFM approach 
embodies underlying manufacturing imperatives that help to maintain 
communication between all components of the manufacturing system 
and enables the design to be adapted during each stage of product 
realisation (BOOTHROYD et al., 1993). Other imperatives include a 
general attitude that resists making irreversible design decisions before 
they absolutely must be made and a commitment to the continuous 
optimisation of products and their manufacturing processes. 
Therefore, the objectives of the design for manufacture approach are 
to identify product concepts that are inherently easy to manufacture, 
to focus on component design for ease of manufacture and assembly, 
and to integrate manufacturing process design and product design to 
ensure the best matching of needs and requirements.

Design systems should integrate Design, Manufacturing, database 
and expert systems tools (WILLEMS et al., 1995). Such systems 
should aim to assist concurrent engineering teams by providing access 

to consistent sources of product and manufacturing information, and 
providing applications that support decision making.

Feature technology has been expected to provide a better 
approach to the integration of design and the manufacturing activities 
following design such as engineering analysis, process planning, 
machining, fixturing, etc. (SALOMONS et al., 1993). However, 
researchers have explored the use of features technology with only 
limited success. Typically, features have been used to represent one 
design or manufacturing viewpoint e.g. form, machining, assembly, 
etc. To be successful, integrated software systems must link a range 
of different views of products e.g. geometric view, functionality 
view, mouldability view, manufacturing view and so on. Current 
approaches are incapable of meeting these needs (ALLADA & 
ANAND, 1995).

This paper explores the potential of utilising features based 
approaches in combination with information modelling techniques to 
provide comprehensive sets of information which can support a range 
of manufacturing viewpoints. Each information set can be seen as 
supporting one aspect of decision making and will refer to aspects of 
form or other attributes of a part. These sets can be used in reasoning 
about the design, or performance in manufacturing the part.

This paper provides a contribution in the area of decision support 
systems based on the use of product and manufacturing models to 
provide appropriate information. Also, It proposes a reasoning system 
structure which can cope with the interactions between different 
views of the product.

2. Multiple view design and manufacturing

Design for Manufacture software systems of the future 
must provide support for multiple processes, because design for 
manufacture involves considerations of many different perspectives 
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of the product, so it is increasingly necessary to balance and integrate 
work with multiple views (or perspectives) of the product. This view 
is supported by the work of (ROSENMAN & GERO, 1996) who have 
explored a multiple view approach in architectural design.

One of the approaches to multiple view design for manufacturing 
is based on the use of agent systems. Agent systems have been 
defined differently by researchers, but definitions which are suitable 
in this context are “the agent system is viewed as a system capable 
of general intelligent action” or it is a “type of knowledge-base 
system” (WOOLDRIDGE & JENNINGS, 1995). However, the 
communications or translation of information between distinct 
domains still causes a problem due to the diversity of types of 
information involved in a multiple view environment.

The development of design for manufacture applications has, 
typically, been focused only on single manufacturing viewpoints 
(GUPTA et al., 1997; KRAUSE et al., 1995; BOOTHROYD, 1994; 
FAUVEL, 1994). For example, (GUPTA et al., 1997; SANCHEZ 
et al., 1997) approaches design for manufacture solely from the 
machining perspective and (BOOTHROYD, 1994) concentrates on 
design for assembly. From these types of work it can be seen that 
each view taken requires its own structure of product information. 
Furthermore, the structuring of the product information is similar 
to the structuring pursued in the area of features technology, e.g. 
machining, assembly, fixturing features etc.

Product Modelling is another important aspect of research 
involving the development of CAE systems. It has been recognised 
by both research and application communities over the past several 
years that an advanced information system is needed to integrate 
and co-ordinate the various life-cycle considerations during product 
realisation (KRAUSE et al., 1993). For more than a decade, the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has been 
working on developing the STEP standard which is strongly focused 
on data exchange (between systems). 

It is also important for Product Models in the future to be 
able to deal with multiple view representations of the product. An 
important aspect of research into information driven CAE systems 
is therefore to develop product models, which can capture different 
perspectives of the product. This enhanced system functionality 
can be achieved through the sharing of information related to 
representations of different aspects of the product in the product model 
(FOWLER, 1995). Recently, the STEP community has also recognised 
that there is the need to share information and integrate different 
viewpoints of products as evidenced by the work of group WG10  
(ISO TC184/SC4/WG10 N219). 

Product model research is typically concerned with the definition 
of the structure of product information, which drives a particular 
application. The MOSES research, developed between Loughborough 
and Leeds Universities (UK), has dealt with multiple applications, 
supporting design for manufacture across machining and injection 
moulding and also covering applications in design for function and 
manufacturing planning. However, each of these application areas has 
been supported by an independent single view of the product. In a 
multiple viewpoint design and manufacture system such views of the 
product must be considered to be interdependent. Figure 1 provides 
a representation of MOSES concept with the overlay, represented by 
the question marks, of the need to interrelate the information, which 
supports each application.

This has pursued issues related with multiple viewpoints in a 
design and manufacturing environment by addressing two related 
questions:

1) What structure of information in the product model is needed 
to support different but related views of the product?; and

2) How can the relationships between these sets of informa-
tion be defined?

In this work the authors have considered only the relationships 
between sets of information and they have been targeted at the 
area of injection moulding to provide an appropriate scope for the 
research.

2.1. General issues in multiple viewpoints in 
injection moulding

Injection moulding is a huge area that covers several expertise 
sub-areas. This area has opened opportunities for researchers to 
explore the problems in multiple-view points using basically features 
technology due to the diverseness and complexity of the issues 
related with plastic part, mould and manufacturing of them. (PRATT 
et al., 1993) have developed a knowledge for assessment of the 
manufacturability and processability of the part. But their research 
has been constrained only to design the plastic part. (WEINTEN 
& MANOOCHEHRI, 1996) have presented a methodology only 
for defining the parting line location based on the geometry of the 
plastic part. 

(CHIN & WONG, 1996) have developed a Knowledge-base 
system (KSB) for designing plastic products placing emphasis on 
the conceptual design stage. (LEE et al., 1997) have presented a 
systematic methodology and knowledge base for injection moulding 
mould design in a concurrent engineering environment. The approach 
taken is concerned only with the design of the mould. However it does 
not shown how the geometry of the plastic part can be transferred 
to the mould design. 

In the area of CAE systems support for the design of plastic 
injection moulds, (ASHAAB, 1994; LEE, 1996) have carried out work 
at the Department of Manufacturing Engineering of Loughborough 
University. In the context of MOSES project, (AL-ASHAAB, 1994) 
developed the manufacturing model for injection moulding parts 
which is a common source of well-defined and structured information 
for supporting decision making in design for manufacture of 
injection moulding applications. His development provides an initial 
representation of process capability related to injection moulding. 

Moreover, in the MOSES project, (LEE, 1996) made an initial 
exploration with the definition of design for manufacture applications 
using the Manufacture Model in the Product Model environment. 
In his development he identified the problem with interactions 
between mouldability view and core and cavity views in design 
for manufacture injection moulding. His research was concerned 
with simple geometric relationships to specify interactions and has 
only a geometric representation in the product model. The work 
developed by (LEE, 1996) has been used as a key start point to this 
research. In addition (LEE & YOUNG, 1998) have investigated how 
design for manufacture information can be provided back to design 
as concurrently as possible. They have identified the necessity to 
create mechanisms for translating information between domains in 
a concurrent engineering environment.

The research reported in paper has focused on three areas related 
to injection moulding: the design of a plastic part such as a consumer 
product, the design of a mould, and the manufacture of the mould 
to make the consumer product. In these areas there are a number of 
specific views to be addressed as illustrated in Figure 2. The work 
reported here concentrates on the interactions between four of them: 
Mouldability from Consumer product design; Core and Cavity from 
Mould Design and Machining from Mould Manufacture. The next 
sections highlight the issues addressed in this research relating 
two fields identified in section in this section i.e. the structure of 
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information in the product model needed to support different but 
related views of the product and the definition of the relationships 
between these sets of information.

2.2. Product data model

To deal with multiple views in an injection moulding environment 
it is necessary to understand that each specific application has to 
hold an information structure within the product model which is 
able to support the function of the application. In the Product Data 
Model there is a need to define data structures, which can support 
all applications. The product data model representation has been 
explored for two reasons. Firstly, so it can provide support for its 
individual area of application and secondly, so it can support the 
movement of information from one application area to another. The 
approach taken to explore the product data model structure is not the 
main focus of this paper. 

2.3. Defining the relations of information

Given that, considered that the data structures have been defined 
for individual views correctly as highlighted in section 2.1., the 
remaining challenge is to understand how the information captured 
in one view can be shaped in a meaningful form for another view 

during the information transfer process. This research, which has 
been reported in this article, has explored the understanding of the 
way that information can be translated between views.

2.4. Translating information from mould design 
view to the mould manufacturing view

To translate information between core insert design view and 
core insert manufacturing view a several points must be considered. 
This section discusses the importance of them in the context of what 
information is contained in the core insert design view, which needs 
be translated in terms of core insert manufacturing in the mould 
manufacturing view. For this case the authors assume that the core 
insert has been designed correctly and stored in the product model. 
Figure 3 illustrates the critical information that must be translated from 
core design to core manufacturing views. The figure is highlighting 
the information that must be translated between core insert design 
to machining in the core insert manufacturing view.

2.5. Cavity design features to machining features

In order to translate the information contained in the Rotational 
Cavity class to the Rotational Cavity Manufacturing class, using a 
rotational cavity as an example, the Cavity Individual Geometric 
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Figure 1. CAE system architecture for support multiple viewpoints (CANCIGLIERI, 1999).
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Figure 4. Example of translation of a rotational cavity into a rotational cavity manufacturing (CANCIGLIERI, 1999).

Profile class (Cav_Individual_Geometric_Profile) must be converted 
into a Machining Feature class (Machining_Features). The Individual 
Geometric Profile has a geometric definition and is associated with 
the tolerance and the material of the insert. The tolerance information 
is contained in the class tolerance (Tolerance) and the material of 
the cavity insert is in the class insert material (Insert_Material). 
Figure 4 illustrates the information that is contained in the Cavity 
Individual Geometry Profile class (Cav_Individual_Geometric_ 
Profile) with its associated tolerance and insert material classes 
being translated as Machining Features (Machining_Features). This 
machining feature is associated with the Rotational Cavity class 
(Rot_Cavity), with the class Tolerance (Tolerance) and the Insert 
Material class (Insert_Material), being translated as Facing Boring 
machining feature (Facing_Boring). This translation can be made by 
considering all the profiles that compound the cavity profile together 
or by considering each profile individually. The example shown in 
the figure considers an individual translation.

For a rotational cavity each Cavity Straight Line profile and each 
Cavity Curve Line profile must be translated in terms of Machining 
Features (Boring_Features) in order to generate the machining 
features which are going to machine the cavity. The Cavity Straight 
Line profiles can be parallels, perpendiculars or tapers to the parting 
line while the Cavity Curve Line can only be a curve. Whenever 
the Cavity Straight Line is parallel to the parting line (Cav_Par_ 
Straight_Line), it will be translated as machining feature Facing 

Boring (Facing_Boring) due to the profile being perpendicular to the 
axis of revolution of the feature. Whenever the Cavity Straight Line 
is perpendicular to the parting line (Cav_Per_Straight_Line), it will 
be translated as a machining feature Horizontal Boring (Horizontal_
Boring) because the profile in this case is perpendicular to the axis 
of revolution of the feature. If the Cavity Straight Line is tapered to 
the parting line (Cav_Taper_Straight_Line), it will be translated as 
machining feature Taper Boring (Taper_Boring). The definition of the 
translation mechanism of the Cavity Straight Line is illustrated in the 
Figure 5a. The translation mechanism will initially search the straight 
profiles in the product model. It will get the profile, the associated 
objects, tolerance and the material of the insert. Then it will translate 
each cavity straight profile into facing, horizontal or taper boring using 
the criteria described at the beginning of this paragraph. 

To translate cavity curve lines into machining features, it is 
necessary to convert each Cavity Curve Line (Cav_Curve_Line) into 
Concave or Convex Boring (Concave_Boring and Convex_Boring) 
machining features. If the reference angle of the Cavity Curve 
Line is bigger than 90 and less than 270 degrees the translation 
mechanism will convert the curved line profile as Convex Boring 
(Convex_Boring) machining feature, otherwise, it will convert as 
Concave Boring (Concave_Boring) as illustrated in the Figure 5b. 
The mechanism starts by searching for the cavity curve lines in 
the product model. It will get the curve profile, associated objects, 
tolerance and material of the insert.  
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Figure 5. Cavity manufacturing translation mechanism of the straight line profiles.
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3. Concluding discussion

This paper has focused on the needs of future product design 
systems which must provide design teams with tools which can offer 
multi-viewpoint support. The advantages of utilising information 
modelling approaches and providing databases of information in the 
form of product and manufacturing models, as a precursor to multi-
viewpoint decision support, have been highlighted. The research 
has shown that it is possible to translate information between two 
views once the relationship between the information between the 
views has been defined. Depending on the types of relationship the 
information will either be shared or translated from one form into 
another. The case of shared information is when the two views use 
the same piece of information without any change to it. The case of 
translation is necessary when one view needs the information of the 
another view and this information must be assigned in another format 
to that of the original. The translation information is more complex 
than shared information because the translation mechanisms must 
have knowledge of the relationships between the two distinct views 
in order to convert information from one to another. The research 
has shown how links can be maintained between design views of 
related products through the plastic part and its mould. It has also 
shown how links can be maintained between design and manufacture 
views through consideration of the mould design views and mould 
machining view. There is a need to extend this work to provide a 
more comprehensive set of both design views and manufacturing 
process views. For example functional design views of the plastic 

product, design views of the mould such as feeding, cooling, ejection 
and multiple manufacturing views such as EDM, grinding, assembly. 
The exploration of such a set of views would provide a substantial 
exploration of the points raised in the paragraph above concerning 
the likely need to extend the problem beyond a 1:1 translation. There 
would also be significant value in exploring the research concept 
against the design and manufacture of alternative, perhaps more 
complex, types of product other than injection moulded parts.
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